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Abstract

The role of the charge nurse is an integral leadership role that requires a nurse who can

make critical decisions quickly and manage the chaotic emergency department (ED)

while under the stress of caring for critically ill and injured patients and their families.

Historically in many facilities, novice ED charge nurses are given a few orientation shifts

with an experienced charge nurse before being expected to function independently in this

role, but many ED charge nurses do not feel this orientation process prepares them for

their new responsibilities.

The purpose of this project is to develop an educational module which prepares

novice ED charge nllrses for this new leadership role. Dr. Watson's Theory of

Transpersonal Caring and Dr. Burns' Transformational Leadership Theory are used as a

theoretical framework to support this work. This education module is divided into four

sections, Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring which includes a discussion of

compassion fatigue, bumout, and resilient behaviors, Dr. Burns' Transformational

Leadership Theory, effective communication using SBAR, and conflict management. In

addition, a project metaphor will be presented which will aid readers in understanding of

this educational module which supports the novice ED charge nurse.
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Chapter One: Introduction

At Regions Hospital, a level I trauma center in Saint Faul, Minnesota, the

emergency department (ED) staff rnembers saw 78,0i3 patients in}Al i, many of whorn

are members of ethnically diverse populations. Of these patients, 3,273 were trauma

patients who required admission to the hospital to care for their injuries and 709 of them

met criteria for a trauma team activation (Regions Hospital, 2012,p.9). A trauma team

activation is called for the most critically injured patients who meet the criteria for

stalrilization and treatment at a level I trauma center. Trauma team activation patients

have injuries which are considered life-threatening and require immediate intervention

from the ED and surgical team.

ED charge nlrrses are faced with a steady barrage of problems that demand their

attention. On a busy eight hour shift in Region's ED, a charge nurse can receive 80 plus

telephone calls, address multiple staff and patient concerns, and be responsible for things

such as the flow of over 100 patients into and out of the department, safe staffing ratios,

and legal issues unique to the ED. The ED charge nurse is expected to make quick and

accurate decisions about the triage of patients arriving by ambulance. The charge nurse

is expected to effectively manage conflict among staff members to ensure the tearn is

working well together and that personal differences are not affecting patient care. Often

the charge nurse is the first person to encounter and care for the family mernbers of dead,

critically ill and/or injured patients while simultaneously ensuring ED staff members are

coping with the stress of caring for these types of patients. On top of these

responsibilities, the charge nurse must ensure that all registered nurses working in the

department are following safe nurse practice guidelines. This responsibility includes
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being aware of the skill level of available nurses in order to rlaintain the delivery of

competent, safe, and high quality patient care.

The charge nurse in a level 1 trauma center ED is an integral position which

requires certain attributes and well-developed skills in order to effectively take on this

leadership role. Attributes of an effective charge nurse include being able to remain calm

even when under stress related to caring for critically ill and/or injured patients and their

families; being able to effectively communicate the needs of the department and delegate

responsibilities to both nurses and unlicensed assistive personnel; and being able to have

a good, collaborative relationship with physicians and other healthcare professionals.

Also, the charge nlrrse must be able to make critical decisions quickly in order for staff

members to provide life saving measures for the constant influx of patients into the ED.

Within the ever-changing dynamics of an ED, this leadership role is an essential position.

However, according to a slrrvey of ED charge nurses, 75% of them do not feel prepared

to tackle the responsibilities discussed above (Assid, 2010).

Despite the complex role ED charge nurses have, they receive little to no formal

education on how to effectively address these concems. Historically in many facilities,

nurses new to the role of ED charge nurse, are given only a few orientation shifts with an

experienced charge nurse before they are given the responsibility to run the department

independently. However, there is little training provided to these nurses to aid in their

understanding of leadership, colrununication, and conflict management (Arzoomanian &

Keys, 2008) This role can quickly become overwhelming as the novice charge nurse

begins to realize the amount of learning that goes into becoming a proficient charge nurse

in a level 1 trauma center ED. Assid (2010) found that charge nurses who become

2
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overwhelmed with the amount of responsibilities they face every shift are more likely to

have high turnover rates and job dissatisfaction.

Novice ED charge nurses would benefit from a formal education process that

would prepare them for the everyday challenges and responsibilities of working in a level

I trauma center ED. Therefore, the plrlpose of this project is to develop an educational

module which will support the learning needs of novice charge nurses in a level I trauma

center ED. The educational module will focus on the care of self, patients, patients'

families, and ED staff members, leadership, communication, and conflict rnanagernent.

Background

According to Wolf (2010), there are more than 50 million Americans without

health insurance and as a result the ED has become a safety net for those who have

nowhere else to furn to for rnedical treatment. EDs are governed by the Emergency

Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) which mandates that all patients

presenting to an ED must be given a medical screening examination and that their

emergency medical conditions must be treated (Emergency Medical Treatment and

Active Labor Act, 1986). Over a seven year time period, between 1997 and 2004, ED

visits increased from 93.3 to 110.2 million, but the number of EDs open 24 hours,

decreased by l2%; this caused ED patient wait times to increase by 36% ("Study: Wait

times," 2008). Increase in populations of uninsured patients, EMTALA regulations, and

the decrease in EDs has caused many EDs to experience overcrowding which can be

severe at times. These factors have ied to added stress for the charge nLlrses of these

departments as they struggle to ensure safe patient care.

,.}
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In addition to ensuring safe patient care, ED charge nurses play an important role

in maintaining patient and staff satisfaction. ED charge nurses are responsible for

preserving safe staff to patient ratios while at the same time ensuring that staff members

are not violating complicated EMTALA regulations. ED charge nurses must frequently

find balance between placing the ED on ambulance diversion, where ambulances are

directed to take patients to other EDs, and continuing to allow ambulances to bring

acutely ill and injured patients into the department. This balancing role often causes

conflict between the ED charge nurse and staffnurses who may feel overwhelmed by the

frequent overcrowding seen in many EDs.

Overcrowding in the ED leads to an increased workload for nurses, which has

been shown to decrease overall job satisfaction and in turn leads to burnout and

compassion fatigue (Hooper, Craig, Janvrin, Wetsel, & Reimels, 2010). In addition,

Vahey, Aiken, Sloane, C1arke, and Vargas (2004) found that nurse burnout is directly

related to patient satisfaction and has been shown to increase nurse job rurnotr,er rates.

Sabo (2006) states "in caring for patients experiencing trauma, pain and suffering, nurses'

health can be profoundly affected, resulting in a phenomenon such as compassion

fatigue" (p. 136). According to Boyle (201I), compassion fatigue can occur when nurses

witness tragedies that occr-rr to their patients, whom they have developed relational

connections to, during their collrse of work. Burnout is distinct frorn compassion fatigue

in that it occurs when nurses have conflict within the work setting not with the care of

patients. In a study completed by Hooper et aL. QAl0), the authors found that"82o/o of

emergency nurses had moderate to high levels of burnout, and nearly 86% had moderate

to high levels of compassion fatigue" @. a2$.

4
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The ED charge nurse can play a significant role in ensuring that nurse to patient

ratios remain safe in order to help prevent problems such as burnout and compassion

fatigue. In addition, ED charge nurses are responsible for monitoring and identifying

nursing staff members who may need to take a break frorn patient care. This break can

then aIlow these nurses to focus on self care which may help prevent the potential

problems of burnout and compassion fatigue.

The stressful environment of the ED not only leads to burnout ancl compassion

fatigue, but it can lead to conflict among staff members and conflict between staff

members, patients, and patients' family members as well. Conflicts about safe staffing

ratios, patient plans of care, and differences in opinion and personality are everyday

occulrences in the ED. Often the charge nurse is the one called in to mediate the problem

in order to come to a solution that is agreeable to the involved parties. Trossman (2011)

writes "when conflict flourishes, patient care suffers-. . [but] conflict engagement, on the

other hand, transforms health care and ensures patient safety" (p. 2). Therefore, conflict

management is a skill that a novice ED charge nurse must master in order to ensure that

patients are receiving safe, quality care.

ED charge nurses have a constant stream of inforrnation coming at them during

their shifts. They receive infonnation about incoming ambulance and triage patients,

current patient acuity lel,els, and staff members' needs and concerns. Once this

information is received, then the charge nurse must be able to effectively communicate

the priorities of the department to all staff disciplines. Fairbanks, Bisantz, and Summs

(2007) write "safe, efficient, and quality care in the ED requires frequent and effective

colrultunication between caregivers" (p. 396). After completing an extensive

5
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cofftmunication link analysis that looks at the flow of conrmunication within an ED,

Fairbanks et al. (2007) found that the charge nurse role is "central to communication" ( p.

402). However, ttovice charge nurses receive little training in communication methods

that will help them effectively relay the priorities of the department.

Novice charge nurses receive little to no formal educ,ation before being promoted

to this leadership role and even fewer novice charge nurses receive specific formal

education related to being a charge nurse within an ED. After a literature search, it was

found that little has been written on the subject of the development of charge nurses

within an ED and more specifically to a level I trauma center. It is clear that there is a

need to provide a more formal education process in order to develop the skills set

necessary to be a charge nurse in a level 1 trauma center ED.

Significance of the Project

As described previously there is a need for a formal orientation process for EI)

nurses transitioning into the charge nurse role. Several novice charge nurses in this

author's ED have expressed concern about the limited amount of formal orientation to the

charge nurse role prior to being scheduled to work within this leadership position. There

have been a number of nurses who have been oriented as a charge nllrse and then

subsequently removed from the role due to managerial concerns or have asked to be

removed frorn the position thernselves due to increased stress related to the numerous

responsibilities. Therefore ED nurses, who are new to the charge nurse role, should be

beffer supported as they transition into this integral position.

6
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Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring

Dr. Jean Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring is used as a basis for this

project. Dr. Watson (2005) writes, "caring forces us as individuals and professions to

face our relation of infinite responsibility of belongingto other human beings as well as

to a unitary fie1d of all-our-relations" (p. 63). Dr. Watson's l0 Caritas Proc.es's'er provide

the stnrcture for her Theory of Transpersonal Caring (see Table l). According to Dr.

Watson (2005), the word ('aritas is a Latin word which means to cherish, to appreciate,

and to give special attention. Nurses can utilize these 10 Caritas Proce,s.res' as guidelines

to help meet the needs of the patient during the caring/healing process. Dr. Watson

(2005) states:

These factors [processes] were referred to as the "core" for professional practice,

which are timeless and enduring, transcending new knowledge, skills, technology,

specialty and subspecialry practices, which are referred to as the "trim" in that

(nursing or health-healing) profession cannot be defined and guided

philosophically and ethically by its trim alone, as this is always changing. (p 3)

The ('arilas Proce^s,s€s'remain constant as the technologies that nurses utilize to care for

patients are constantly changing.

Dr. Watson (2008b) encourages relational caring where the nurse uses caring as a

means of healing, however, she was clear to point out that caring does not always lead to

a cure because not everything can be cured. Dr. Watson believes nurses should take

pause before entering into a caring space/moment because they are working with the life

force of another person (Watson, 2008b). Dr. Watson (2008b) further states that nurses

must be aware of their consciousness before entering into a caring field because their

7
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consciousness has energy which can positively or negatively affect patients' ability to

connect with their own inner sources of healing. Nurses must remember that everything

they and their patients have experienced in their lives is brought with them as they enter a

caring space/moment (Watson, 2008b). However, the patient also comes into the

relationship with fears, vulnerabilities, and unknowns (Watson, 2008b). Application of

Dr. Watson's theory is not limited to patients as it can also be applied to the relationships

nurses have with patients' families and with other healthcare professionals.

Table 1

Watson's l0 Caritas Pracesses

1. Embrace altruistic values and practice loving kindness with self and others.

2. Instill faith and hope and honor others.

3. Be sensitive to self and others by nurturing individual beliefs and practices.

4. Develop helping - trusting- caring relationships.

5. Promote and accept positive and negative feelings as you authentically listen to

another's story.

6. Use creative scientific problem-solving methods for caring decision making.

I " Share teaching and learning that addresses the individual needs and

comprehension styles-

8. Create a healing environment for the physical and spiritual self which respects

human dignity.

9. Assist with basic physical, emotional, and spiritual human needs.

10. Open to mystery and allow miracles to enter-

Watson (2007)

8
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Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring r,vili be used as the theoretical

framework that grrides the development of an educational module for novice ED charge

nurses in a level 1 trauma center Ef). This theory can be applied to interactions with

patients, patient's families, and ED staff. Also Dr. Watson's theory can be applied to the

important work of self-care in order to prevent problerns such as burnout and compassion

fatigue. Providing a caring/healing environment within a busy ED can be a difficult task

but it is important that even during times of chaos, the Caritas Processes are not

neglected. It is in these times that these processes can be most beneficial.

Leadership Conceptual Support

Another theoretical framework that will be used to supplement this project is the

Transformational Leadership Theory which was developed by Dr. James McGregor

Burns. Dr. Burns believes that a ffansformational leader "rejects the use of naked power

and instead attempts to rnotivate and mobilize followers by persuading them to take

ownership of their roles in a more grand mission that is shared by all members of the

organrzation" (Phillips,1992,p. 172). Matusak (1997) went further in saying "we must

not confuse leadership with power. Leaders always have some measure of power, rooted

in their capacity to persuade, but many people with power are without leadership gifts"

(p I18)

Leadership is not about who lras the power in the relationship, but about the

Ieader's abiliry to motivate followers to help them realize their vision for the ftiture. This

vision must be shared by the followers because as Matusak ( I 997) so eloquently states

"this vision will be a powerful force for change only if the individuals involved in the

organization enthusiastically believe in the vision and see their own personal goals and

9
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dreams integrally woven into the fabric of the plan" (p. 57). Developing a shared vision

is not only the responsibility of the leader but also a fundamental skill needed for-

effective transfonnational leadership. Great leaders have a vision f'or the future that is

driven by a passion which guides their actions as they motivate others to help them

realize their vision.

The ED charge nurse is looked to as a leader within the department. They must

have a clear vision to maintain a safe, healing environment for the patients, patients'

families, and staff members. They play an essertial role in motivating staff to remain

positive during times of great stress which, in furn, affects the care provided to patients.

A charge nurse without a clear vision can quickly becorne overwhelmed by the pressures

of this role and patient care, staff satisfaction, and morale will suffer.

Conclusion

The charge nurse, in a level I trauma center ED, plays an integral role in ensuring

the success of the department. The pressures of being a charge nurse can be

overwhelming and many feel unprepared to do the job. Often ED charge nurses receive

little formal education about ttreir new role, but they are expected to be able to effectively

caffy out all of the charge nurse responsibilities. Often novice ED charge nurses lack an

understanding of how to lead, communicate priorities, manage conflict, and care for

themselves, patients' families, and staff members. Novice charge rlurses should be better

prepared for the challenges they will encounter in their new role. This can be

accomplished through the development of an educational module which integrates the

theories of Dr. Watson's Transpersonal Caring and Dr. Bums' Transformational

Leadership. This educational module, which can be used to train novice charge nurses on
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how to successfully transition into their new role within a level 1 trauma center ED, will

focus on the care of patients, patients' families, ED staff and self , leadership,

corlmunication, and conflict management.

This chapter has introduced the complicated role of the charge nurse in a level I

trauma center ED and the need for a formal education process for novice ED charge

nurses. Chapter Two will include a discussion of the relevant literature which supports

the need to include the identified key components of this educational module and how the

theories of Dr. Watson and Dr. Burns can be incorporated.

Augsburg Collego Ubrary
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Chapter Two: L,iterature Review

The role of the charge nurse in a level I traurna center ED is a demanding and

stressful position which requires a nurse who is able to effectively lead, communicate,

manage conflict, and care for patients, patients' families, staff, and self. However, the

orientation process for this role has, historically, been lacking. This project focuses on

the development of an educational module that would better prepare novice ED charge

nurses for the responsibilities of this integral role. Little has been written on the

development of a formal charge nurse training program and even less literarure is found

specific to the needs of a novice ED charge nLlrse in a level I trauma center.

The sometimes chaotic ED environment comes with its own set of challenges that

are unique to this area of the hospital. A skilled charge nurse, who has the knowledge ro

accurately and effectively develop solutions, is needed to address these challenges. A

nurse in this leadership role should be adequately prepared to meet the needs of the

department in order to maintain a safe, healing environment for patients, patients'

families, and staff members. This chapter will focus on a review of the relevant literature

that addresses the key components of this educational module including Dr. Watson's

Theory of Transpersonal Caring, identification and prevention of compassion fatigue and

burnout, Dr- Burns' Transformational Leadership Theory, communication, and conflict

management.

Charge F{urse Training

Personal knowledge and experience surrounding the need for more charge nurse

education is the impetus for developing this educational module, but a literature review

reveals that there is growing support to increase the formal education provided to nurses
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in leadership roles. Sherman, Schwarzkopf, and Kiger (2011) state "in the current

environment, often nurses are placed in leadership situations without the needed

competencies and skills" (p. i). According to Sherman et al. (2011), the charge nurse is

expected to lead staff while also managing the needs of both the department and the

patients. The duality of this role becomes "a skillftil balancing act and not all

organizations provide the type of leadership training that the charge nurse may need" (p.

2). Kennedy (2008) states that management recruits charge nurses "from a pool of very

capable clinical nurses and throw them, virtually unaided, into an entirely new role with

an uneven chance of survival, let alone success" (p. 9a3). Furthermore, Kennedy (2008)

believes that novice charge nurses should be given lnore support and development prior

to being placed in these leadership roles.

Cartier (1995) writes that a formal education process is needed for charge nurses

in order to develop effective leaders who are ready to face the realities of today's

changing healthcare environment. According to Cartier ( 1995), charge nurses who are

not adequately trained can create problems in their department because they lack the

skills necessary to supervise staff. Specifically, Cartier ( I 995) states this lack of

education can affect the qualiry of care patients receive, especially in the areas that care

for the most acutely ill patients; because level 1 trauma center EDs care for acutely ill

patients this is certainly an atea of concern.

Level I trauma centers are verified by the American College of Surgeons (ACS)

as being able to provide care to the most critically injured patients (American College of

Surgeons,20l2). Level 1 trauma center EDs and hospitals must meet stringent

guidelines to be verified and they must undergo site inspections by the ACS every three
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years to maintain this designation. A level I trauma center must have 24 hour availabitrity

of trauma surgeons, operating room staff, ED physicians, and nurses. and they mrnt have

the equipment necessary to resuscitate the most critically injured patients. Because level

I trauma center EDs receive such high acuity patients, the ED charge nurse must be

prepared to provide care for these patients, their families, and the ED staff. The stress of

caring for these types of patients can be extreme and the ED charge nurse should have the

knowledge to monitor staff and themselves for potential stress related concerns such as

burnout and compassion fatigue.

Connelly and Yoder (2003) found that charge nurses, especially novice charge

nurses, would benefit from an education program focusing on the specific needs of a

leadership role. Furthermore, they found that these programs should include both a

didactic and experiential style of teaching to facilitate the learning of charge nurses.

Wojciechowski, Ritze-Cullen, and Tyrrell (201l) completed research which looked at the

learning needs of charge nurses and they found that many charge nurses wanted "official

charge nurse classes" to help prepare them for their responsibilities (p. E15). The limited

numbers of articles found on charge nurse training do support the need for formal

education modules to train novice charge nurses and with the responsibilities that come

with working in a level I trauma center ED, this need is significant.

A review of the literature on training programs specific to the needs of an ED

charge nurse turned up only two short articles which address this topic. After realizing a

need for a charge nurse training program, Arzoomanian and Keys (2008) developed an

ED charge nurse workshop that focuses on the development of more cohesive

management styles for their permanent charge nurses. Like this author, Arzoomanian
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and Keys (2008) were surprised by the lack of infornration written on the education of

ED charge nurses and they found that they would have to develop an original model for

their workshop. The workshop was designed for ED charge nurses who were already

practicing in this role, therefore Arzoomanian and Keys (2010) did not address the needs

specific to a novice ED charge nurse. Arzoomanian and Keys (2008) did observe

improvements in communication and patient satisfactions scores immediately after ED

charge nurses participated in this workshop.

Also Assid (2010) writes about the need for the development and implementation

of an ED charge nurse training program. Assid (2010) found that"75o/o of [ED] charge

nurses felt unprepared to do their job and didn't even know their job description" (p.a9).

After implementing the training program, Assid (2010) found a decrease in patients who

had left the ED without being seen by a medical provider, a decrease in length of

patients' stays, an increase in patient satisfaction scores, and a decrease in staff turnover

rates.

Like Arzoomanian and Keys (2008), the training program developed by Assid

(2010) focuses on developing the skills of perrnanent ED charge nurses already in this

role. No articles were found on the importance of or how to address the specific needs

of novice ED charge nurses. Both Arzoomanian and Keys (2008) and Assid (2010)

determined that it was important to address leadership, communication, and conflict

management in their training programs. Arzoomanian and Keys (2008) and Assid (2010)

report significant benefits after implementing training programs for nurses who were

experienced ED charge nllrses which leads this aurthor to believe that the developrnent of

an educational module specific to the needs of a novice ED charge nurse would be as, if
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not more, beneficial. Because caring is fundamental to l-he nursing prof'ession, f)r.

Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring was chosen as a theoretical suppoft tn the

development of this educational module for novice ED charge nllrses.

Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring

Dr. Jean Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring will be utilized a.s the

theoretical framework for this project. Her theory has guided the practice of other

authors who also strive to develop leaders within the nursing profession" Williams,

McDowell, and Kautz (2011) looked to develop a program that would incorporate Dr.

Watson's theory with the principles of leadership in order to change the culture of their

organization at Wake Forest Universify Baptist Medical Center (V/F[JBMC). The

authors of this study realized that Dr. Watson's theory can "seem complex and difficult to

understafld," but they felt her Carilas Processes could be used to transform both nurses

and those they serve (Williams et al., 2011, p. 31). Williams et al. (201 l) developed brief

descriptions of Dr. Watson's 1A {-aritas Processes and these descriptions provide nurse

leaders with examples of practical applications of how these processes can be used in

their daily practice (see Appendix A). Often nurses can have a difficult tirne putting

theoretical concepts into practice, so these examples cafl provide nurse leaders with

excellent ideas of how to apply this theory to the acftial care of patients, patients'

families, staff members, and themselves.

Several of these practical exarnples provided by Williams et al . (201 1) are

particr"rlarly applicable to the role of an ED charge nurse. Dr. Watson's {rcst Caritas

Process states "embrace altruistic values and practice loving kindness with self and

others" (Watson,2007). Williams et al. (2011) suggest a practical application of this
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Carilas Process is to "take a breath and ask, 'why am I here?' Pause in chaos and go

back to your core values and repatteffl yourself' (p- 32) T'he ED can be very chaotic and

the ED charge nurse must be able to focus themselves tlack to the things that are

important in order to move ahead towards their goals of caring.

Dr. Watson's fourth Caritas Proces,s states 
-'develop 

helping - trusting - caring

relationships" (Watson,2007). Williams et al. (2011) suggests that a practical

application of this Carilas Process is "building caring relationships requires deepening

our humanity: being compassionate, aware, and awake to others' dilemmas" (p 32)- This

is an important skill that the ED charge nurse must master in order to identify needs in

patients, patients' families, and the ED staff. The charge nurse can play a critical role in

identify needs in these groups of people before they become overrvhelmed with their

dilemmas.

Dr. Watson's tenth Carilas Process states "open to mystery and allow miracles to

enter" (Watson,2007). Williams et al (2011) suggest that the nurse's practical

application of this Caritas Procsss is "recognize we do not have all the answers. Allow

for miracles" (p.32). This can be a particularly difficult skill for charge nurse working in

a level I trautna center E,D. Sometimes nurses can forget that patients and their families

need to remain hopeful despite being faced with terminal medical prognoses. Often the

ED charge nurse rnust provide families with devastating facts about their loved one's

illness or injury, but they should allow the family to maintain some hope because nurses

never know when a miracle may happen.

The practical applications of Dr. Watson's Caritas Prace,sse,s provided by

Williams et al. (2011) can provide ED charge nurses with ways to take theory directly
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into practice. Dr. Watson's Tlreory of Transpersonal Caring off'ers a great frarnework of

what caring should look like within nursing and how it can be applied to the caring done

by ED charge nurses in a level 1 trauma center.

Dr. Watson's theory focuses not only on the care of other, but also on the

importance of caring for self. According to Dr. Watson (2005):

There are human self-care knowledge and practices that are necessary for us to

honor for our re-patterning. This re-patterning is especially true if we are to

engage in caring-healing work more flilly and undertake the complexiry of

exploring human experiential phenomena for Caring Science. (p. 1 1a)

Dr. Watson emphasizes that if we are not caring for ourselves we can be destructive to

the relationships we enter into with other people. According to Dr. Watson (2005), the

care of self should focus on forgiveness, $atitude, surrender, and compassionate human

servrce.

Dr. Watson (2005) believes that forgiveness is a task that is necessary if we are to

cleanse our "psychic soul for evolving toward Love and Caring" (p. 1l-5). One may need

to focus on the forgiveness of others but also on forgiving ourselves in order to let go of

any resentment or anger that we are holding onto. Dr. Watson emphasizes that when we

hold onto these feelings we limit our ability to engage in true healing. Gratitude involves

acknowledging life and all of its blessings even when we are faced with pain, despair,

turmoil, change, and the unknowns. According to Dr. Watson (2005), when we practice

gratitude we open ourselves up to new energy and life forces.

Dr. Watson (2005) writes that one of the most difficult self-care tasks is

surrendering control. As nurses we are oriented to control and domination because we
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feel we are responsible for niaking things happen, however, if we are able to let go of

control we allow for new possibilities to unfold. Lastly, Dr. Watson (2005) writes about

compassionate human service as a self care task which involves know,ing that we have

used our talents, gifts, skills, and abilities to serve others and to make a difference even if

it is a small difference. Dr. Watson writes:

To practice engaged caring through compassionate service, we become more

mindful of our actions and work from an intentionality to be present to others

during their vulnerability and needs. It does not require perfection; it involves

being and becomrng more human, more humane, more open, more willing to

accept the positive and negative realities of humanity with loving-kindness and

equanimity, without blame or condemnation but with an open heart that unites us

human to human. (p. 12 I )

Caring through compassionate service is a task that every ED charge nurse shor-rld learn

because as they are pulled from crisis to crisis they must maintain an intentionality to be

present in the siftiation even if it can be for only a moment Dr. Watson believes it is

these srnall acts of loving-kindness and compassion that truly make a difference in the

world.

Pipe and Bortz (2008) use Dr. Watson's theory to guide their work on developing

Caritas-guided leaders whose "practice involves a body-mind spirit approach to the art

and practice of influencing others for positive, enduring change (p 38). The authors

write abor-rt leaders' ability to bring about healing throLrgh transpersonal caring

relationships when they are guided by Dr. Watson's theory. However, Pipe and Bortz

(2009) believe that leaders must focus on nurturing self before they can enter into caring
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relationships with others. They point to Dr, Watson (2008) who writes about how nurses

can become overwhelmed because they are continually caring for the needs of others and

they forget that it is essential that they care for themselves as well. Dr. Watson's theory

invites nurses to attend to self-caring practices in order to make their lives and work more

tulfilling.

Pipe and Bortz (7009) describe how leaders can be affected by stress and burnout

if they are not taking time to purposefully connect to the sources from which they find

meaning, motivation, and inspiration. The authors write about how important it is for

leaders to present their authentic selves to those they lead, but this can only be done by

using self-reflection to understand their own perspectives, values, strengths, and

limitations.

Pipe and Bortz(20A9) also discuss the importance of being mindful leaders which

means being able to focus on the present moment instead of dwelling on the past or the

future. When leaders are mindftil of the moment they are able to better appreciate and

understand the current situation and it allows them to have a full and conscions

experience. The ideas provided by Pipe and Bortz (2009) can be utilized when training

novice ED charge nurses about the importance of self-care to prevent the negative effects

of stress, such as burnout and compassion fatigue, that they will face in a level I trauma

center ED.

Compassion Fatigue and Burnout

Compassion fatigue and burnout are two similar but distinct phenomena that can

occur within the field of nursing. According to Boyle (201 I ), "compassion

fatigue...emanates from relational connections nurses have with their patients or their
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patients' families. . ..It stems frorn ernotional errgagement and interpersorral intensity

associated with witnessing tragedy within the work setting" (p. 4). Flowever, burnout

occurs when nlrrses have conflict within the work setting, such as, conflict with co-

workers, inadequate working conditions, and dissatisfaction with salary (Boyle,2011, p.

4)

Johnson ( 1992) was one of the first authors to write an article which addresses

compassion fatigue in nurses. According to Johnson (1992), compassion fatigue is a

unique form of burnout which affects care giving professionals and it can callse them to

"become angry, ineffective, apathetic, and depressed" (p. 116). The onset of compassion

fatigue can be acute rather than gradual like the onset typically seen with burnout (Sabo,

2006). Nurses are at great risk of suffering from compassion fatigrre because of their

ongoing relationships with patients and patients' families. In addition, nurses are unable

to remove themselves from the traumatic situation because of the need to provide

continuous care for their patients (Boyle, 201 1). For example, nurses may be unable to

remove themselves from caring for a patient or their family after having been given bad

news or notified of a death.

ED charge nurses, especially in a level I trauma center, are faced with these types

of situations on a regular basis so they must be able to identify the signs of compassion

fatigue in both themselves and ED staff. According to Hooper et al. (2010),82oA of ED

nurses had rnoderate to high levels of burnout and S6% had moderate to high levels of

compassion fatigue fu. 420). Because of the prevalence of these phenomena in the ED,

novice ED charge nurses should be taught awareness of the signs of compassion fatigrre

and burnout. ED charge nurses should have an understanding of what signs to look for in
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order to identify compassion fatigue- These signs can include, frequent headaches,

stomachaches, exhaustion, forgetfulness, avoidance of patients, emotional numbing,

intrusive thoughts, short attentions span, insomnia, depression, and anger (Boyle, 201 I ;

Dominguez-Gomez &. Rutledge, 2009; Johnson, 1992).

As previously mentioned, burnout has more to do with conflicts within the work

setting than with a response to caring for people who are suffering. Burnout occurs when

nurses have a work environment that is toxic (Sabo, 2006). Sabo (2006) states that

burnout occurs when there is a gradual wearing down of an individual provider because

of an imbalance between expected and actual work experiences. The affects of burnout

include emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced accomplishment (as cited

in Dominguez-Gomez & Rutledge, 2009).

Vahey et al. (2004) completed a study that looked at how nurse burnout affected

patient satisfaction. They found that nurses who reported an increase in burnout

symptoms, specifically feelings of emotronal exhaustion and lack of personal

accomplishment, had decreased patient satisfaction scores. A study by Kanste, Kyngas,

and Nikkila, (2007) looked at the role the nurse leaders have in preventing burnout. The

authors found that a transformational leadership style protects nurses from bumout by

increasing personal accomplishment, protecting staff from depersonalization, and

protecting staff from emotional exhaustion.

Resilience is a coping method that has been suggested for dealing with the effects

of compassion fatigue and burnout. Resilience is defined as "the individuals capacity for

coping successfully and functioning corlpetently despite experiencing chronic stress

andlor adversity or following exposure to prolonged severe trauma" (as cited in Rivers,
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Pesata, Beasley, & Dietrich,201 l). Edward and Hercelinsklj (2006) suggest that resilient

characteristics include optimisrn, intelligence, higher levels of education, wide-ranging

interests, goal orientation, humor, and ability to articulate furure goals. Furthermore,

Edward and Hercelinskyj (2007) believe that these resilience behaviors have the ability to

improve clinical outcotnes for both nurses and their patients. Mealer et al. (2011)

completed a large nationwide survey which looked at the resiliency of intensive care unit

(ICU) nurses. They found that ICU nurses who were highly resilient had a lower

prevalence of burnout symptoms. Mealer et al. (2011) concluded that highly resilient

nurses were psychologically healthier, but that more research needed to be conducted to

understand what coping mechanisms were utilized to increase resilience.

Despite the need to complete more research on how to increase personal

resilience, ED charge nurses should have an understanding of the concepts surrounding

this coping mechanism. Hooper et al. (2010) emphasized that it is important to remember

that "burnout and compassion fatigue experienced by individuals affects not only

individual performance but also that of the work group" @. aZQ. Because compassion

fatigue and burnout can have such negative effects on both patient care and nurses'

personal well being, it is impoftant to increase resilient behaviors. According to Hooper

et al. (2010) "nurses have the responsibility to intervene, support, and help each other in

recognizing and addressing the signs and symptoms of burnout and compassion fatigue"

$. a2$. Novice ED charge nurses would benefit from education sumounding signs and

symptoms of burnout and compassion fatigue and what resilient behaviors look like.
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Transformational Leadership Theory

As previously mentioned in Chapter One, Dr. James McGregor Bums'

Transformational Leadership 'Iheory will be used to support the theoretical framework of

this project. A transformational leader is one who wants to motivate and mobilize their

followers to strive towards the leader's vision (Phillips, 1992). The leader does not use

their power to force followers to do what they want but instead motivates them to work

towards a shared vision. Kouzes & Posner (2007) write about how the leader and the

follower's purposes may start out separate but related, but a transformational leader is

able to ftise together these purposes into one shared vision that they can both work

towards realizing. Rolfe (2011) believes that allowing the followers to have input into

the vision will enhance the relationship they have with their leader. In addition, the

followers feel valued which energizes and motivates them to work towards realizing that

slrared vision- Further, Rolfe (2011) writes "including followers into decisions empowers

them to achieve the vision and become leaders themselves" (p. 56). As transformational

leaders work toward actualizing their vision they inspire others to take up leadership roles

within the organization as well.

Wheatley (2006) discusses that leaders cannot hope to lead an organization

without realizing the irnportance of relationships within that organization. She believes

that leaders will not be able to successflilly realize their vision without having followers

that are willing to be led. Furthermore, Wheatley (2006) writes that a leader who

involves their followers in creating a shared vision will find that the vision will be "far

more powerful and ingenior-rs than any individual could have possibly imagined" (p. 68).

Novice ED charge nurses would benefit from understanding that the use of leadership
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power will only get them so far towards accomplishing their vision for the department.

Relationship building within the department is an important key towards the charge

nurse's ability to motivate others to strive towards a shared vision.

In order to develop leadership characteristics, Kouzes and Posner (2007)

developed the Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership which are consistent with the

principles of Transformational Leadership Theory. The first of these practices is "model

the way" which encourages leaders to set personal examples of what is expected from

their followers and to follow through on their promises and commitments. "Inspire a

shared vision" is the second of these practices, which reminds leaders to include their

followers' aspirations into the development of an exciting shared vision for their

organizations.

Kouzes and Posner's (2007) third practice of exemplary leaders is "challenge the

process" which encourages leaders to continuously look for ways to improve and

challenge themselves. The fourth practice is "enable others to act" which speaks to the

need for leaders to develop collaborative, trusting relationships with their followers and

to enable their follor,vers to make decisions about their personal work. Kouzes and

Posner's (2007) fifth practice of exemplary leaders is "encourage the heart" which

reminds leaders of the importance of showing appreciation to followers and celebrating

tlreir accomplislulents- Kouzes and Posner's QA07) practices can be used to guide new

leaders as they strive to develop characteristics of a transformational leader.

According to Murphy (2005), in order to be an effective transformational leader

that leader must pursue training and development opportunities. This type of leadership

is not necessarily inherent so the leader must work on developing the characteristics of a
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ffansformational leader. Novice ED charge nurses may have iimited leadership

experience and th*y neecl to be given opportunities ta learn rn'hat qualities make a good

leader.

Cornmunication

Whenever something goes wrong, poor commrrnication is frequently identified as

one of the reasons. According to Schneider (2005), The Joint Commission identified

that, in fact, communication was one of the main causes of adverse events. Effective

colnmunication is a skill that an ED charge nurse must master in order to ensure that the

ED staff has all the needed information to provide safe, efficient, and quality patient care.

Fairbanks et al. (2007) completed an observational study that looks at the cornmunication

patterns among staff members in an ED and they found that the charge nurse rn.as the

"hub of communication" (p. 396). This study confirmed that the ED charge nurse role is

central to communication.

The ability to effectively communicate does not always come naturaily, but there

are methods that can be taught to increase one's cofitmunication skills. Because the role

of the ED charge nurse is so important to communication within the ED, nurses new to

this role should be given proper support to master these skills. Woodhall, Vertacnik, and

Mclaughlin (2008) state "emergency nurses are one of the health care provider groups

most in need of clear, concise handoffs, and physician communication techniques

because of the urgency of emergency health care" (p. 3 l6). Because of the need for a

beffer communication technique Woodhall et al. (2008) implemented the use of SBAR in

fwo east coast EDs. SBAR, a tool that has been used in the military, is now being taught

to healthcare providers in order to improve communication efforts (Schneider,, 2005).
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SBAR is an acronym that reminds staff how to effectively communicate their concerns.

SBAR stands for situation, background, assessment, and recofilmendation. The SBAR

method facilitates clear communication of exactly what the problem is and what the

communicator believes needs to be done to rectify the problem" After implementation in

the ED, Woodhall et al. (2008) concluded that the use of the SBAR method in these rwo

east coast EDs offers clear, concise communication which could prevent adverse patient

outcomes or medical errors.

Beckett and Kipnis (2009) studied the effectiveness of SBAR communication

within the pediatric and perinatal departments of an academic hospital. After the

implernentation of SBAR, the authors found that staff and physicians "reported

significant improvements in satisfaction and collaboration" (Beckett & Kipnis, 2009, p.

26). In addition, they found that patients felt there was an enhanced climate of patient

safety. Beckett and Kipnis (2009) reported that teaching nurses to use SBAR was a re-

learning process- They established a team of rnentors who were able to provide support

to the nurses during this re-learning process which they felt was critical to the success of

the process. Despite the difficulties of implementing a new communication method,

Beckett and Kipnis (2009) felt that the long-term outcomes were significant.

Ludikhutze,De Jonge, and Goosens (2011) also looked at the use of the SBAR

method of communication, but they found that despite specific training there was poor

compliance with the use of this tool. Because of lack of compliance with SBAR, they

concluded that the lack of structure and subsequent loss of information did negatively

affect commLrnication. Despite the poor cornpliance with the use of the SBAR tool,

Ludikhurze et al, (2011) still believe that patient safety would be irnproved with the use
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of this communication method, but eflbrts must be focused on new and more effective

implementation strategies.

Because communication is such an important part of healthcare and because

ineffective coflrmunication can have devastating consequences, novice ED charge nurses

should be taught ways to improve their communication skills. The SBAR

cornmunication method has heen shown to be an effective way of ensuring that all the

needed information is relayed. The chaotic environment of the ED needs a form of

communication that is structured to ensure that a1l the needed information is being

provided. SBAR fits with these goals and should be taught to novice ED charge nurse.

Conflict Management

Conflict in the ED can occur between a variety of people including patients and

staff, patients' families and staff, and of course amongst staff members. Conflict can

arise from disagreements about treatment plans, nurses' work schedules, differing values

or goals, not keeping the patient and family informed about the patient's condition, and

lack of privacy/crowded space (Kelly, 2A05; Trossman, 201 l). Trossman (201 1)

believes that poor communication is often at the heart of conflict. Conflict can break

down teamwork and conlmunication which has a significant irnpact on the healthcare

professional's ability to provide high-quality patient care (Scott & Gerardi, 2011). Often

the ED charge nurse is called in to mediate these episodes of conflict. Conflict

management is an important skill for a charge nurse to learn because conflict puts

"patients at risk, teamwork at risk, and joy at risk" (Trossrnan,201 1, p. 1).

Because The Joint Commission believes that conflict can have such a significant

impact on relational dynamics and, in turn, on patient safety and quality of care, Scott and
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Gerardi (2011) published a two part article on the importance of conflict management

within hospitals. The authors of this article write, "unaddressed conflict can divert

attention, energy, and resources away from a hospital's efforts to ensure safe, high-

qualitypatient care (Scott & Gerardi,20l 1, p. 60). They went further to say that conflict

management is more than just being able to resolve disputes among individuals, but

actually the foundation of providing safe, high-quality care to patients.

According to Trossman (2011), often nurses do not want to address conflict and

would rather modify their work routine in order to avoid that conflict. Sherman,

Schwarzkopf, and Kiger (2011) found that charge nlrrses identified conflict management

as their most significant challenge and that they had difficr-rlty finding the time and the

skill to work through these conflicts. Conflict management is not necessarily a skill that

is intuitive to all nurses, so nurses should be taught methods to effectively address

conflict when it arises. Because conflict management is such an important skill, the

American }*lurses Association (ANA) has developed a two part online conflict

management tool to meet the educational needs of nurses (Trossman,20l I). This

educational tool provides both didactic and experiential learning opportunities so that

nurses can build their conflict management skills.

Conflict management can be intimidating for the most experienced nurses, let

alone for nurses new to the leadership role; but it plays such an important role in

maintaining the delivery of safe, high-quality patient care that it must be done. Because

of the high stress, sometimes chaotic environment, the ED may be prone to experience

more conflict. Novice ED charge nurses must be provided with the right tools and

education to effectively manage conflict when it arises.
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Summary

This literature review confiruned the need to fcrcus this educational module, for

novice ED charge nurses, on effbctive forms of leadership, communication, and conflict

management. Because of the critical nature of level I trauma center patients, it is

important that novice ED charge nurses understand how to identify signs of burnout and

compassion fatigue in both themselves and their staff. Dr. Watson's Theory of

Transpersonal Caring and Dr. Burns' 'fransformational Leadership Theory both provide

an excellent theoretical framework for this educational module. Dr. Watson's theory

provides a good basis for understanding concepts of self-care in nurses and the care of

patients, patients' families, and ED staff members. In addition, the tenets of

Transformational Leadership Theory fit well with the E,D charge nurse's responsibility of

ensuring safe patient care. Furthermore, transformational leadership focuses on

relationship building which allows the ED charge nurse to better motivate staff towards a

sharedvision and allows them to better manage conflict and identify staff members who

may be experiencing burnout or compassion fatigue-

In this chapter a review of the literature has confirmed the need to address the

identified key components of this educational module in a formal process which focuses

on the specific learning needs of novice charge nurses in a level 1 trauma center ED.

Chapter Tfuee will include a discussion of how the knowledge gleaned frorn this

literature review will be used to develop a descriptionioutline of this educational rnodule

and a project metaphor.
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Chapter Three: Developing an Educational ,\Iudule

The role of the charge nLrrse is an integral part cif the success of anv level I

ffauma center ED, making it of utmost irnportanoe that novice ED charge nurses are

provided with a fundamental framework before being placed in this pivotal position.

Fortnal education using both a didactic and experiential style of teaching carl be used to

provide novice ED charge nurses with the needed framework to guide their practice. The

focus of this chapter is to present the educational module that was developed for this

project- This educational module was designed after an extensive literafure review and

through the incorporation of Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring and Dr.

Burns' Transformational LearJership Theory. In addition, a project metaphor will he

presented which will aid learners in understanding how the cornponents of this

educational module will support the novice ED charge nurse.

Development Process

The purpose of this project is to develop an educational r.rodule for novice charge

nurses in a level 1 trauma center ED. Personal knowledge and experience is the irntretus

for this project and an extensive literature review confir^ned the need for this tlpe of

education. According to Donnelly and Fitzmaurice (200-5)" an educational moclule is "a

self-contained, formally stmctured learning experience u,ith a coherent and explicit set of

learning outcornes and assessment" (p. 99). In order to de*relop an educational rnodulrr'.

Donnelly and Fitzmaurice (2005) emphasize that the "key is to forge educationally sound

and logical links between learner needs, aims, leaming outcomes, resolrrces, learning and

teaching strategies, assessment criteria, and evaluation" (p. 100). An educational module
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should not only increase a sfudent's knowledge base but should encourage a deep

approach to learning (Donnelly & Fitzmaurice, 2005).

According to Tuazon (1992), if there is a large amount of content to be covered in

an educational module, then it is helpful to the learner if the content is divided into

several smaller sections. The information presented in an educational module can either

be an original cornposition, that meets the specific needs of the targeted audience, or

material that is already in existence (Tuazorr, 1992). The educational module content

should be presented in a variety of ways in order to keep the learning interesting and

effective. The content can be presented using printed materials, lecture with a variety of

audiovisual aids, group discussion, and experiential learning including simulation.

Adult learning theory. Concepts in how adults learn were reviewed during the

development of this educational module in order to ensure that the proposed content

meets the needs of the targeted adurlt audience. Cheren (2002) writes that Malcolm

Knowles, a pioneer in adult education, believes that there are five fundamental

assumptions about adult learners which include:

The adult learner has an independent self-concept and can direct his/her own

learning, has accumulated a reservoir of life experiences that is a rich resource for

learning, has learning needs closely related to changing social roles, is problem

centered and interested in immediate application of knowledge, and is rnotivatecl

to learn by internal rather than external factors. (p. 190)

Knowles encourages teachers to draw on adult learners' lived experiences in the

educational seffing in order to aid in their understanding of new concepts (Meruiam,

2008)
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Adult learning theory has provided some conceptual understanding of how to

approach the adult learner. According to Meriam (2008). "adult learning theory is a

complex phenomenon that can never be reduced to a single, simpie explanation" (p. 93)

An important concept of the adult learning theory is to understand the context of the

learner. Merriam (2008) writes that the "linking of the individual's learning process to

his or her context makes for a richer, more holistic understanding of learning in

adulthood" (p. 95).

Adult learning theory emphasizes that learning is a multidimensional

phenomenon- Learning is not only a flinction of the mind hut it also involves emotions,

the body, and the spirit (Merriam, 2008). Merriarn (2008) discusses that learning needs

to incorporate physical, embodied experiences because without these experiences, which

are stored as memories within the brain, there is no basis for constructing meaning

(Merriam,2008). Another dirnension of adult learning is found in the use of narratives.

Narrative learning includes learning from the stories of others br"rt also through the story

the learner creates from what they have previously learned from past experiences.

Merriam (2008) writes "wllen we're learning something, what we're essentially doing is

trying to make sense of it, discern its internal logic, and figure out how it's related to

what we already know" (p. 96). Merriam (2008) believes that it is important for

educators to understand that the body, the spirit, and the creation of narratives from our

experiences are all essential parts of learning.

Merriam (2008) provides some helpful ideas on how to incorporate sorxe of the

concepts from the adult learning theory into practical application. One suggestion is to

include a period of time for reflection and dialogue during the learning experience. This
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reflection and dialogue can be individualized betweeu a student and teacher or completed

within a group setting. Merriam (2008) also suggests connecting new learning material

with the sfudents' previous experiences. When learning is connected to previous

experiences the brain is able to better retain this new information. Narrative learning or

story telling also can help learners make meaningful connections to new information.

Finally, Merriam (2008) suggests that learning should incorporate more creative and

artistic methods. Merriam (2008) points out that in non-Western and indigenous

cofitmunities, stories, folklore, rnyths, symbols, music, dance, and dreams act as solrrces

to share knowledge.

This educational module was developed to meet the needs of the novice ED

charge nurse in a level I trauma center. The target audience is staff nurses at level I

trauma center ED who have never worked in the charge nurse role. The educational

module will introduce them to some of the important topics and skills needed before

transitioning into this irnportant role. This education module is divided into four

sections, Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring which includes a discussion of

compassion fatigue, burnout,, and resilient behaviors, Dr" Burns' Transformational

Leadership Theory, effective communication using SBAR, and conflict management (see

Appendix B). The module has been designed to include a variety of teaching and

learning methods in order to keep participants interested and active in the leaming

process.

Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring, The first section of this

module will introduce the participants to Dr. Jean Watson's Theory of Transpersonal

Caring. This nursing theory was chosen as the theoretical framework of this project
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because of its emphasis on caring which can easil-v be applierl to the role of the ED

charge nurse in a level 1 trauma center. The ED ctrarge nurse has the opportunity to care

for a variety of people while working in this role. The charge nurse must not only ensure

that the needs of patients are being meet but also the needs of patients' families and the

department staff who can be an overwhelming responsibility because of the number of

critically ill and injured patients who are seen in a level I trauma center. Using Dr.

Watson's theory as a framework, this section of the module will provide a lecture that

explores the concept of caring and hour it can be applied to the role of an ED charge

nurse (see Appendix C).

This section of the module will introduce novice E,D charge nurses to Dr.

Watson's 10 Carilas Processes and will seek to explore how they can apply them to their

new role- Dr. Watson's theory also emphasizes the need for nurses to focus on self-care.

Without this emphasis on self-care? nlrrses leave themselves open to the negative side

effects of caring for critically ill and injured patients on a regular basis. The module will

include a lecture and literature discussion which will address the need for self-care and

what this looks like according to Dr. Watson's theory.

This section of the module will also include an introduction to compassion fatigue

and burnout. Because ED nurses are at particularly high risk for experiencing signs and

symptoms of compassion fatigue and burnout, it is cnrcial that novice ED charge nurses

have an understanding of how they present. The ED charge nurse is responsible for

identifying staff members who may be experiencing compassion fatigue and burnout

because compassion fatigue and burnout can affect staff members' ability to provide care

to patients. Through the use of lecture and literature, the participants wiil be exposed to
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how compassion fatigue and burnout plesents in nurses (see Appendix D). Strategies for

minimizing the risk and effects of these problems rvill also be shared. Specifically, this

section will include a discussion and literature review on resilience and what resilient

characteristics look like. An instructor led group disctrssion will be included so

participants can consider ways to increase resilient behaviors.

Transformational Leadership Theory. The second section of this educational

module will focus on introducing novice ED charge nurses to Dr. Bums'

Transformational Leadership Theory. The tenets of Transformational Leadership Theory

support the theoretical framework for this educational module. The role of the charge

nurse is a leadership role within the ED, therefore it is important that novice ED charge

nurses have an understanding of some leadership principles. The participants will

initially take an assessment which will look at their motivation to lead (see Appendix E).

This assessment, which was developed by DuBrin (1998), will help novice ED charge

nurses identify whether or not they have a desire to u,ork within a leadership role. The

results of this assessment will be discussed in a group setting in order for the participants

to verbahze any concerns they may have about undertaking this new leadership role.

Through the use of lecture and a literature review, this section witl educate the

participants on the importance of a shared vision and how they can motivate their

followers to strive towards realizing that vision (see Appendix F).

Participants will be given the opportunity to take the Leadership Practices

lnventory - Self, which is a personal assessment tool, developed by Kouzes & Posner

(2007). This assessment tool looks at whether the participants have the characteristics of

the Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership. These practices are consistent with the
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principles of Transformational Leadership Theory and ttre results of this self assessment

can be utilized by the participants to identify ways to improve their leadership

characteristiss. An instructor led group discussion of the participants' results will be

included so that the participants can discuss ways to increase their transformational

leadership skills.

Effective communication. The third section of this educational module will

address the importance of effective communication within the ED. Since the charge

nurse role is central to communication within the ED, it is of ntmost importance that

novice charge nurses learn methods to improve communication. Because poor

corrrmunication can have detrimental effects on patients, novice ED charge nurses should

utilize methods such as SBAR to improve communication within the ED. A lecture

which introduces the importance of effective communication and the SBAR tool will be

included in this section (see Appendix G). An instructor led literature discussion will be

conducted in a $oup setting. Participants will also be given an opportunity to practice

using the SBAR tool with real life scenarios in order to enhance learning.

Conflict management. The fourth and final section of this educational module

will introduce the novice ED charge nurse to conflict management. The stressful

environment of a level 1 trauma center ED can lead to the potential for increased conflict.

The ED charge nurse is often the first person called in to resolve conflict between a wide

variety of people. Many nurses are uncomfortable dealing with conflict and would prefer

to ignore the problem instead of finding a way to confront and resolve the problem. This

section will seek to increase the comfort level of the novice ED charge nurse when faced

with the need for conflict management.
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The AI.{A has created a two parl online learning tool, titled "Ccluflict

Competence" to introduce nurses to conflict management. This online learning tool has

been designed to teach students how to etTectively address conflicr in the workplace. The

participants will independently complete this online training tool during class time. After

which an instructor led literafure discussion of an assigned article w'ill also be conducted

in a group setting. Finally in order to increase confidence with conflict management

skills, participants will be given an opportunity to utilize learned conflict management

strategies for real life conflict experiences in the workplace through the use of scenarios.

This educational module has been designed to meet the needs of the adult learner

by incorporating different learning experiences. Experiential learning techniques have

been included in order to increase the novice ED charge nurses confidence in their new

role. Participants will be encouraged to draw on naffative and storytelling to increase

their understanding of these topics. The goal of this educational module is to provide

novice ED charge nurses with a basic understanding of these topics in order to clevelop a

framework for their new role. It is not an expectation that these novice ED charge nurses

will be profrcient in the skilts taught in this module, but will rather have increased

awareness of these topics as they grow into their new role.

Metaphor

Metaphors have been a powerful and effective use of language to convey meaning

for a long time (Czechrneister, 1994). According to Czecluleister (199a), a metaphor

does not add any new facts to a description, but rather it adds depth of meaning, in fact,

the word rnetaphor comes from a Greek rvord which means to go beyond. Metaphors

allow the reader to understand something in the terms of something else (Gaydos, 2005).
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The metaphor presented in this paper rvill be used to airi the reader in understanding the

framework and expected outcomes for this educational module.

The metaphor presented in this project is that of a fruit ffee which represents the

development of a novice ED charge nurse (see Appendix H). The trunk of the fruit tree

represents the theoretical framework for this educational module. Like the trunk of a tree

provides the support for all of the branches that will bear fruit, the tenets of Dr. Watson's

Theory of Transpersonal Caring and Dr. Burns' Transformational Leadership Theory

provide novice ED charge nurses with a strong theoretical basis for their new role within

the ED. The concepts of these theories have been interwoven throughout the components

of this educational rnodule. Without the strength of the trunk the tree's branches would

collapse as would this educational module without that strong theoretical framework

provided by these two theories. The theoretical framework is represented by the body of

the tree because both the branches which represent growth and the root system which

represents nourishment grow out from it. A sffong theoretical framework is needed for

both nourishment and growth of a novice ED charge nurse.

A tree must have a strong root system to provide nourishment for growth- In this

tree metaphor the roots represent those things novice ED charge nurses need for personal

and professional nourishment and growth. One of the roots represents the need for

novice charge nurses to focus on self-care. Dr. Watson (2005) writes that without self-

care, nurses can actually be destructive to the relatiouships that they enter in with people.

The tasks of self-care can prepare the novice ED charge nurses for their role of caring for

patients, patients' families, and staff members. Dr. Watson's theory supports the idea

that without self-care novice ED charge nurses can become overwhehned with the rnany
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responsibilities of their new role and may even experience burnout and compassion

fatigue.

The roots also represent resilience which is a coping method that novice ED

charge nurses can learn to help them prevent the effects of burnout and compassion

fatigue. Resilient characteristics can be developed by novice ED charge nurses as a self-

care measure to prevent the negative effects of working in the highly stressful

environment of a level I trauma center ED.

In this metaphor, the roots also represent the need for the novice charge nurse to

have a vision. Vision is a tenet of Dr. Burns' Transformational Leadership Theory. By

developing a shared vision, which is meaningful to both the leader and the followers, a

transformational leader is able to motivate their followers to realize that vision. Novice

ED charge nurses also must have a strong vision in order to continually motivate those

they lead within the ED. This vision, like the roots of a tree, provides novice ED charge

nurses with the stability to withstand the stresses of their new role and with nourishment

to continue to strive towards that vision. The root systems of fruit trees are essential

components for nourishment and growth as well as the educational module's concepts of

self-care, resilience, and vision which are a required for the nourishment and growth of

novice ED charge nurses.

Finally, in this metaphor, the fruits of this tree represent effective communication,

conflict management, and care of patients, patients' families, and staff. These fruits

represent those important skills novice ED charge nurses must be competent in to

complete. It is these skills that can grow after novice ED charge nurses have spent time

nourishing themselves through self-care and the development of resilient characteristics
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and a vision. However without the other supporting parts of the tree, it is impossihle to

bear fruit. Like this fmit tree, novice ED charge nurses cannot grow fnrits rn'ithout a

strong support structure which in this educational module is provided by Dr. Watson and

Dr. Burns'theories. This educational module will nourish and support the growth of the

novice ED charge nurse in a level I trauma center by providing them with a strong

theoretical framework and an understanding of some of the important skills needed to

work in this integral role.

This educational module was developed after an extensive literature review which

Iooked at the critical skills needed by an ED charge nnrse in a level 1 trauma center- Dr.

Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring and Dr. Burns'Transformational Leadership

Theory were utilized as the theoretical framework. The emphasis on caring and vision in

these theories fits well into the role of the ED charge nurse. The skills taught in this

educational module will better prepare novice ED charge nurses as they transition into

this integral role. Historically, novice ED charge nLrrses have received little to no formal

education before being placed in this role. This educational module seeks to develop the

necessary skills of a novice ED charge nurse prior to placement in this role. The goal of

this training is to increase the comfort level of these nurses as they become leaders within

the ED.

Chapter Three has laid out the content of the educational module developed for

this project. A rnetaphor was introduced and described in order to aid the reader in

understanding the framework and expected outcomes of this educational module.

Chapter Four will include a discussion of how this educational module would be

evaluated after irnplementation.
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Chapter Four: Discussion and Evaluation

The role of the charge nurse in a level I trauma center ED can be ovenvhelming

to a nurse who has never worked in this type of intense leadership roIe. The nurses

chosen for this role are typically well respected and experienced staff nurses who have

shown leadership potential, but often this is their first formal leadership role. Yet despite

the importance of this role, novice ED charge nurses are given little to no formal training

before beginning to work as an ED charge nurse. Because of this lack of training and

education, novice ED charge nurses quickly become inundated with new responsibilities

which prevents them from thriving in this role.

The goal of this project is to Llse concepts from Dr. Watson's Theory of

Transpersonal Caring and Dr. Burns' Transformational Leadership Theory to provide

novice ED charge nurses with a strong fundamental understanding of what caring and

transformational leadership Iooks like within this role. In addition, this educational

module will focus on increasing comfort with communication and conflict management

skills.

As previously mentioned in Chapter Three, this educational module was not

designed to make proficient ED charge nurses Llpon its completion but rather was

designed to increase the comfort level of these novice charge nurses as they begin

practicing in their new role. The hope is that by introducing novice ED charge nurses to

the concepts of these theories and skills they will start with a strong foundation on which

to build their practice.
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Evaluation Process

The evaluation process is an important part of any project. This process helps

determine if the educational module has provided the knowledge and training to meet the

course objectives. This project's proposed evaluation process would look at the

educational module's effects on participants' comfort level with the ED charge nurse

responsibilities in addition to patient satisfaction and staff satisfaction. In order to

evaluate the success of this educational module for novice charge nurses in a level I

trauma center ED, both qualitative and quantitative data could be collected.

The evaluation process would initially focus on whether this educational module

increases novice ED charge nurses comfort level with their new leadership role. A

qualitative self survey could be conducted which would assess novice ED charge nurses'

comfort level with their new responsibilities. Before irnplementation of the educational

module a pre-test could be adrninistered to evaluate the participants' knowledge of the

specific module components. Immediately after the implementation of the educational

module, a qualitative and quantitative post-educational module survey could be

conducted; this would assess whether there were changes in the novice ED charge nurses'

comfort level with their new responsibilities, whether the course objectives were met, and

whether there were any other topics that the participants felt should have been addressed.

Further evaluations could be conducted after six months and again after one year of

working in the new role to determine if these novice ED charge nLlrses felt they benefited

from and were able to utilize the education and skills leamed in this educational module.

As previously mentioned in Chapter Two, fwo articles were found which

specifically looked at the development of training programs for experienced ED charge
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nurses. These programs had sirnilar concepts to the ones that are covered in this

educational module, such as leadership, communication. and conflict management.

Arzoomanian and Keys (2008) and Assid (2010) shared the results of the post-training

program surveys they conducted. Specifically, Assid (2010) found that patient

satisfaction improved by 17o/o within one month of the implementation of their charge

nurse training program. In addition, Arzoomanian and Keys (2008) noted that their EDs

patients' satisfactions scores increased to the highest level ever recorded after they

implemented an ED charge nurse training program.

Because both Arzoomanian and Keys (2008) and Assid (2010) found that

patients' satisfaction scores improved after the implementation of their ED charge nurse

training programs, this would be a good quantitative measurement to evaluate before and

after the implementation of this educational module. It is an expectation that the ED

charge nurses who complete this educational module will bring more intentionality to

their caring after learning and applying the principles of Dr. Watson's Theory of

Transpersonal Caring. This theory has an emphasis on caring that can be easily applied

to the caring an ED charge nurse provides not only to patients, but to patients' families,

staff members, and themselves as well.

Staff satisfaction is also an important measure of the success of this project.

Assid (2010) found that staff satisfaction improved due to staff realizing that the charge

nurses were there to support them. Arzoomanian and Keys (2008) also found that staff

members believed that charge nurse communication and troubleshooting skills irnproved

after attending their training program. A survey could be conducted which looks at staff

satisfaction before and after the implementation of this project. Questions could
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specifically focus on charge nurse hehaviors such as communication, conflict

management, leadership qualities, and caring in order to evaluate if staff members believe

that these behaviors have improved since attending this educational module. As a leader,

the department staff looks to the ED charge nurse for guidance, support, and reassurance

so it is hoped that participants of this educational module will be able to incorporate the

caring, transfotmational leadership, communication, and confl ict management skills

learned in this education module into their practice in order to improve staff satisfaction.

Theoretical Framework

Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring was chosen as the theoretical

framework for this project because of the theory's emphasis on caring. This theory can

be hard to understand at times and it has taken much thought and reflection on how this

theory could be applied to the fast paced environment of the ED. Because ED nurses

have a limited amount of time with each patient it can be difficult to make the

connections needed to provide the type of caring that Dr. Watson encourages. Although

ED patients and their families are often experiencing one of the worst days of their lives,

the time constraints of the ED do not allow for nurses to spend a great deal of time

holding patient's hands or having a lengthy conversations about their concerns.

However, ED nurses must be aware of the need to take a moment, even if brief, to

connect with their patients and their patients' families. Dr. Watson's theory reminds

nurses of the importance of connecting to their patients. Dr. Watson (2005) writes "it is

when we include caring and love in our science, we discover caring-healing professions

and disciplines are much more than a detached scientific endeavor, but a life-giving and

life-receiving endeavor for humanity" (p. 3).
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While the technical portion of the ED nursing role is critically important, the

caring-healing portion is just as, if not more important, especially when caring for

critically ill or injured patients and their families. There are times that the only thing ED

nurses can do for patients and their families is to offer loving kindness because medical

science has nothing left to offer them- These are the moments that ED nurses can make a

huge difference by providing their patients and their patients' families w.ith a caring and

loving environment. Level 1 trauma center EDs receive the most cntically injured and ill

patients and ED charge flurses would benefit from having a strong nursing theory such as

Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring to support their practice.

Dr. Watson's theory compliments this educational module because of her

emphasis on self-care. As previously mentioned in Chapter Two, ED nurses have a high

risk for compassion fatigue and burnout because of the stress of their work. Focusing on

self-care can help ED charge nurses remain energized for the important work that they

do. Withor-rt self-care ED charge nurses may be unable to bring the needed intentionality

to their caring practice"

Dr. Watson's l0 Caritas Processes offer ways to connect to and care for patients,

but ED nurses may find it difficult to find practical applications to all of these processes.

It is important that practical applications of this theory for the context of the ED be

included in this project in order that ED nurses can better relate to it within their practice.

It can be hard to ensure that acute life threatening injuries and illnesses are being treated

as well as incorporate a nursing theory into practice, but the reward for doing this can be

great for both the nurse and the patient.
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Dr. Bums' Transformational Leadership Theory was chosen to support this

project because of the focus on creating a leader who energizes and motivates their

followers towards a shared vision instead of through the use of power. Other forms of

leadership, such as transactional leadership, demand compliance of followers. The

followers are rewarded and punished depending on if the leader's goal is met.

Transactional leadership does lead to some success, but it is through the use of power not

motivation. The tenets of Transformational Leadership Theory fit better with the

relationship an ED charge rurses has with staff members, such as other nurses and

physicians, than does that of transactional leadership. These relationships are more of a

collaborative one than one of hierarchical power. Therefore, Transformational

Leadership Theory was chosen for this project.

The ED charge nurse is looked to as a leader, but it is often the first leadership

role ED nurses work in. It is important that novice ED charge nurses have an

understanding of what makes an effective leader before being placed in this role and Dr.

Burns' Transformational Leadership Theory supports this need very well.

Personal Reflection

This project was developed in response to an identified need to provide a formal

education process to novice ED charge nurses in a level I trauma center. It was

surprising to find that little to no literature has been written about the development of

novice ED charge nurses. Only fwo brief articles were found that looked at the

development of a training program for ED charge nurses, but none specifically looked at

level I trauma centers or novice ED charge nurses. However, from personal experience

as a fonner novice ED charge nurse, there is a need to provide a formal education process
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for novice ED charge nurses in order to ensure that they are successful within this new

role.

The current orientation process at Regions Hospital in Saint Paul, Minnesota

provides novice ED charge nuses with an adequate understanding of the policies and

procedures of the department, but it does not provide them with the nursing and

leadership theoretical framework needed to thrive in this role. The hope is that this

educational module will provide the theoretical framework needed, so that novice ED

charge nurses can build a strong, caring, transformational leadership practice right from

the beginning.

Working for more than seven years in the role of the charge nurse at Regions

Hospital, a level I trauma center ED, has offered some insights into the needs of novice

ED charge nurses. Personal experience of working side by side with novice charge

nurses who have struggled in their new role supports the need for this type of educational

module. Some novice ED charge nurses have struggled with being able to maintairr calm

within the department when they were under the stress of caring for muttiple critically ill

or injured patients and their families. This inability to maintain calm, caring leadership

has led to the increase in the stress level of staff members. Staff members have reported

that when charge nurses are overwhelmed with their responsibilities they also begin to

feel out of control because of the Iack of leadership being provided by those charge

nurses. Novice ED charge nurses have also shown difficulty managing staff conflict

which has led to a decrease in teamwork because of unresolved conflict among staff

members. It is personal experiences like these that were drawn upon when initiating
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this project. In addition, the literafure review confirmc'd the need to better prepare these

novice ED charge nurses before placing them in this integral role.

The vision of this project has not significantly changed throughout its

development. There were specific priority topics that were identified early on in the

development process an,C the literafure supported the inclusion of them into this

educational module. However, in order to develop an educational module that was

manageable within the scope of this type of Master's project, a few topics that were

initially identified were removed. After the implementation of this educational module,

the evaluation process will help establish if there is a need to expand, revise, or remove

any components of this project. The possibility of the expansion of this project will be

discussed in Chapter Five.

The development of this educational module for novice ED charge nurses in a

level I trauma center has been a challenging, yet enjoyable process. It has been exciting

to take an idea and develop it into a complete educational module that supports the

learning needs of the novice ED charge nurse. The evaluation process will hopefully

support not only personal benefits for the participants, but argantzational benefits such as

increased patient and staff satisfaction as well.

As previously mentioned, Chapter Five will include a discussion of the potential

for expanding this project in the future. It will also include a discussion of the

implications of a project like this on advanced nursing practice specifically related to

Transformational Leadership Nursing.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion and Recornmendations

It has been said that nurses eat their young. This harsh statement originates frorn

sorne people's belief that experienced nrlrses do not support novice nurses as they begin

to work in the nursing profession. At times novice nurses flounder and fail as they

attempt to grow within their role because they have not received the needed training or

support. Over the last seven years of working as a charge nurse in a level I trauma center

ED, I have had personal experience with several struggling novice ED charge nurses.

These nurses received little to no fonnal education before being placed into this role.

These novice ED charge nLrrses had difficulty with communicating the department needs,

struggled with conflict management, and were easily overwhelmed by the constant

demands of this role. Many of these novice ED charge nurses removed themselves from

this role and some were removed from this role by rnanagement.

Nurses who are chosen to work in this role are typically the nurses in the

department who have shown good leadership potential along with strong nursing skills.

But without the needed support, from department leaders, some novice ED charge nurses

struggle as they attempt to transition into this new role. These experiences make it clear

that there is a need to develop an educational module that will support the needs of

novice ED charge nurses. The hope for this educational rnodule is that it builds a strong

theoretical foundation for these nllrses as they grow into their new role. This educational

module will support their learning needs and help them understand what is expected of

them as they transition into this leadership role.

This project was chosen as the capstone of rny Master's of Art in Nursing degree

because of its implications for my emphasis in Transformational Leadership and
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Management. Nursing leaders must be aware of the stereotype cast on how nurses treat

their novice colleagues if they are going to provide a healthy, nurturing environment for

not only staff but for patients and patients' families as well. It is sad to see promising

nurse leaders fail to successfully transition into a new role as it can be a direct reflection

on the support they receive from other nurse leaders. There are certain innate qualities

that make a good leader, but there are many more that must be learned. It is the

responsibility of transformational leaders to provide the needed training and support to

develop successful ED charge nurse leaders.

The ED charge nurse role is so integral to the success of a level I trauma center

that it is essential to develop a clear, well-designed orientation process for novice charge

nurses. The literature review has shown that the existing orientation process has led to a

majority of ED charge nurses who do not feel comfortable with their many

responsibilities. The educational rnodule developed in this project is one piece of what I

believe should be included in an orientation plan to better prepare novice ED charge

nurses in a level I trauma center.

In the future this project could be expanded to include additional components for

the educational module. There were a couple of additional components that were initially

going to be included in this project but were removed in order to devote the needed

attention to the topics included here. A specific topic that would compliment this

educational module is a discussion of EMTALA. EMTALA is an act that governs the

EDs and the labor and delivery units of hospitals. This act was established to ensure that

no person, who presented to an ED or a labor and delivery unit, would be turned away

without an evaluation and treatment of a medical emergency by a healthcare provider in
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spite of their ability to pay. Failure to operate under EMTALA grridelines can lead to

very large fines or penalities for the hospital. Because the ED charge nurse is responsible

for the flow of patients into the department, it is essential that they understand this

complicated government regulation.

Another topic that could be included as a component in this educational module

would be delegation. ED charge nurses must be able to effectively delegate. Nurses who

have never worked within a leadership role may be uncomfortable delegating to other

nurses. Most nurses have experience delegating to unlicensed assitive personnel, such as

nursing assistants and emergency medical technicians, but if they have never worked as a

charge nurse they may not be comfortable delegating to nurses. However, the charge

nurse must be able to communicate the patient and department needs to other nurses

which includes delegating patient assignments. Once the patient assignments have been

delegated to the nurses, it is the charge nurse's responsibility to ensure that the nurses

have the needed resources to be able to successfully care for their assi-ened patients.

In addition to a variety of other topics that could be included as components in an

educational moclule I believe it would be helpful to design an orientation manual that

cor-rld be referred to during a novice ED charge nurse's orientation. Often a novice ED

charge nurse has more than one preceptor and it can be difficult to ensure that all needed

policies, procedures, competencies, and responsibilites are covered during the orientation

process. This orientation manual could include a list of the policies, procedures,

competencies, and responsibilites that need to be discussed prior to completion of

orientation. This would ensure that all novice ED charge nurses receive the same basic

information before being expected to work independently within this role.
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This educational module was designed with tlre hope that it would be

implemented in the ED at Regions Hospital in Saint Paul, I\,Iinnesota. My ED nurse

manager has supported the development of this project and has shown interest in

implementing the educational module once it has been completed, It would be exciting

to see the hard work put into this project be utilized as part of the orientation process of

the future nurse leaders of Regions Hospital's ED.

In my past four charge nurse shifts at Regions Hospital I have cared for numerous

critically ill and injured patients and their families including four patients in cardiac arrest

and two patients who arrested after traumatic injury. These shifts have not only been

trying for me but for the departrnent staff members working with these patients, as we all

struggle to tnake sense of the tragedy we have seen- It is days like these that make me

grateful that I have amazing collegeus to work along side with, but it also makes me

aware of my responsibilites, as the charge nurse, to ensure that I am providing these

collegues with the needed support and care to get through these difficult shifts.

As the literature review has shown, ED nurses are at significantly high risk for

compassion fatigue and burnout because of the stress of this environment and it is

important that ED charge nurses monitor for signs and symptoms of these problems.

Being so deeply embedded in this project has made me more aware of hou, I, as an ED

charge nurse, can support the department staff when we care for patients such as these.

Just this past weekend, I initated an informal defusing imrnediately after the death of a

pediatric patient which allowed staff an opportunity to discuss how caring for this patient

had made them fee[. This difusing included a discussion of some of the signs and

symptoms of compassion fatigue that staff members needed to monitor for in themselves.
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The knowledge I learned through the research of this project, helped me to identify staff

who were struggling with strong emotions over this death. This weekend was very

difficult for both myself and my colleauges, but the support we provided to each other

made us a stronger and closer team. The responsiblities of the ED charge nurses are great

but there are many rewards that come along with those responsibilites.

ED charge nurses are expected to rnaintain the department flow, effectively

cofilmunicate needs, and manage conflict all while ensuring that patients, patients'

families, and staff are being cared for. Too often the ED charge nurse gets wrapped up in

the care of everyone else and overlooks self-care. It is essential that novice ED charge

nurses be given the training and skills to develop their practice so that when they

experience a weekend like the one described above, they are able to effecitvely manage

the department. This educational module has been designed to build that strong

foundation novice charge nurses in a level I trauma center ED need to thrive in their new

role.
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Appendix A

Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center's Conc,eptualization of Watson's I0

Caritas Proce,s,;es

I . Practice of loving-kindness and equanimity within the context of caring

consciousness. Take a breath and ask, "Why am I here?" Pause in chaos, go back to

your core values and repattern yourself.

2. Being authentically present and sustaining the deep belief system and subjective life

world of self and one-being-cared for. Be present in the moment. Be mindful of what

you are doing and do it with the intention to care. Your very presence may be the

difference between hope and despair.

3. Cultivation of one's own spiritual practices and transpersonal self, going beyond the

ego self. Become more self-aware. Honor and offer loving-kindness to self, even those

aspects we fear or dislike. Commitment to caring-healing requires focusing on our

personal professional growth.

4. Developing ancl sustaining a helping-trusting, authentic caring relationship. Building

caring relationships requires deepening ollr humanity: being compassionate, aware, and

awake to others' dilemmas.

5. Being present to and supportive of the expression of positive and negative feelings as

a corulection with deeper spirit of self and the one-being cared for. Choose how to be in

relationships and encounters with others. We have a responsibility to transform patterns

of toxiciry in our organization.
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6. Creative use of self and all ways of knou,ing as paft of the caring process, to engage in

the artistry of caring-healing practices. Caring involves ali ways of knowing, including

understanding, insight, reflection, and wisdorn.

7 . Engage in genuine teaching-learning experiences that attend to unity being and

meaning attempting to stay within other's frame of reference. Learning involves a

meaningful and trusting relationship, honoring the whole person-

8. Creating healing environment at all levels, physical as well as non-physical, subtle

environment of energy and consciousness, whereby wholeness, beauty, comfort, dignity,

and peace are potentiated.

9. Assisting with basic needs, with an intentional caring consciousness, administering

"human caring essentials," which potentiate alignment of mind-body-spirit, wholeness,

and unity of being in all aspects of care. When touching another body, we are also

touching the mind, the heart, and the soul. Meeting the basic needs of the body is a

sacred act"

10. Opening and attending to spiritual, mysterious, and existential dimensions of one's

own life and death; soul care for self and one-being-cared for. Be open to mysteries.

Recognize we do not have all the answers- Allow for rniracles.

(Williams et a1., 201 I ,p.32)
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Appendix I)

Educational Module Outline

Edu cational Module Description

This educational module has been designed to provide novice ED charge nurses with the

basic skills necessary to transition into their new role in a level I trauma center. The

educational module will be divided into four sections including an introduction to Dr.

Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring, Dr. Burns' Transformational Leadership

Theory, effective communication, and conflict management.

I. Dr. Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring
A. Ohjectives

1. The student will have an infroductory knowledge of Dr. Watson's

Iheory of Transpersonal Caring and how it can be applied to the role of

ED charge nurse.

2. The student will be able to identify signs and synptoms of compassion

fatigue and burnout.

3. The student will understand the irnportance of self care and resilience.

B. Class Preparation: Prior to class the student will read:

l. Chapters 1,2, &, 17 in (aring Science as Sacred Scienceby Jean

Watson (2005).

2. "A Caring Leadership Model for Nursing's Future" by Williams,

McDowell, & Kautz (201l).

3. "Mindful Leadership as Healing Practice: I{urturing Self to Serve

Others" by Pipe & Bortz (2009)
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4. "'The Presence of Resilience is Associated with a Healthier

Psychological Profiie in Intensive Care LInit (ICU) Nurses: Results of a

National Sfudy" by Mealer, Jones, Newman, McFann, Rothbaum, & Moss

(201 I ).

CLASSROOM TIME - 3.5 HOURS

Inffoduction 5 Minutes

Lechlre 45 Minutes Dr. Watson's Theory on
Transpersonal Caring
PowerPoint Presentation

Break 15 Minutes

Literafure Discussron 30 Vlinutes Watson (2005) chapters and
articles by Williams et al.
(2011) and Pipe & Bortz
(200e)

Lecfirre 30 Minutes Compassion Fatigue and
Burnout PowerPoint
Presentation

Break 15 Minutes

Literature Discussion 15 Minutes Article by Mealer et al.
(201 1)

General Discussion 45 Minutes Group discussion of real life
experiences with
compassion fatigue and
burnout. Discuss self care
strategies and methods for
increasing resilience
characteristics-

Closing 10 Minutes
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lI. Dr. Burns' Transformatiolral Leadership Theory

A. Objectives

1. The student will have an introductory knowledge of f)r. Burns'

Transformational Leadership Theory ancl how it can be applied to the role

of ED charge nlrrse.

2. The student will critically look at his/her personal leadership style and

willingness to lead.

B. Class Preparation: Prior to class the student will read:

1. "Transfonlational Leadership Theory: What Every Leader Needs to

Know" by Rolfe (201 1).

CLASSROOM TIME * 3 HO{JRS

Infroduction 10 Minutes

Self Evaluation and
Discussion

25 Minutes Motivation to Lead
Assessment by DuBrin

Break 15 Minutes

Lecture 45 Minutes Transformational
Leadership Theory
PowerPo int Presentation

Literafure Discussion 15 Minutes Article by Rolfe (201 1)

Break l5 Minutes

Self Evaluation and
Discussion

50 Minutes I-eadership Practices
Inventory - Self by Kouzes
& Posner

Closing l0 Minutes
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III. Effective Communication

A. Objectives

1. The sfudent will understand the importance of eftbctive

cofirmunication-

2. The student will demonstrate the use of SBAR commllnication.

B. Class Preparation: Prior to class the student will read:

1. "Implementation of the SBAR Communication Technique in a Tertiary

Center" by Woodhall, Vertacnik, & Mclaughlin (2008)

ry. Conflict Management

A.Objectives

1. The sttrdent will understand the importance of conflict management.

2. The sflrdent will demonstrate effective conflict management strategies

B. Class Preparation: Prior to class the student will read:

1. "Relationships in Emergency Care: Comrnunication and Impact" by

Kelly (200s)

CLASSROOM TIME - 2.5 HOURS

Introduction l0 Minutes

Lecftire 50 Minutes Communication and SBAR
PowerPoint Presentation

Break l5 Minutes

Literature Discussion 15 Minutes Article by Woodhall et aI.
(2008)

SBAR Practice 45 Minutes Student experience using
SBAR

Closing 15 Minutes
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CLASSROOM TIME * 3.5 HOURS

50 lv{irrutesOnline Education "Why Does Conflict
Competence Matter?" by
ANA

Break 15 Minutes

Online Education 50 Minutes "It is Worth Sayrng Again
Conflict is lnevitable" by
ANA

Break l5 Minutes

Literature Discussion l5 Minutes Article by Kelly (2005)

Conflict Management
Practice

45 Minutes Practice using conflict
management techniques
applied to students'
personal experiences of
conflict in the workplace

Closing I0 Minutes
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Appendix C

Transpersonal Caring PowerPoint

Slide I

Slide 2 Uffimmrywemlr@
lrhry
u Caring as a science

s Developed the Ten Canfas Processes.

rr A spirifual science not only a scienti{ic
practice.

,: Encourages relational caring where the nurse
uses caring as a rneans to healing.

r Caring does nol always lead to a cure.

(.rri'r-,1
lr,r.t it rr t c
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Slidc 3

Ttm GaffiasRmrres
o Embrace altruistic values and practice

toving kindness with self and others.
q lnstillfaith and hope and honor others.

o Be sensitive to self and others by nurturing
individual beliefs and practices.

o Develop helpi ng*trusting-caring
relationships t

fr;i

W'* {

Slidc'4

Slide 5

Tqmffiffiemm+s
q Promote and accept positive and negative

feelings as you authentically listen to
another's story.

s Use creative scientific problem-solving
methods for caring decision making.

c Share teaching and tearning that
addresses the individual needs and
comprehension styles.

milffiffiPnoooms
o Create a healing environment for the

physicat and spiritual self which respects
human dignity.

q Assist with basic physical, emotional, and
spiritual needs. ii

o Open to mystery and allow miracles to ,:.
enter q# I

,r
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Slide 6 hffsffiryffi,ftmffimm
p Nurse must take pause before entering

into a caring space/moment.
u Consciousness is energy and it can affect

our patients as we enter into a caring fietd

o Energy can positive[y or negatively affect
our patient's ability to connect with their
inner sources of healing. 

ffi

Slide 7

Slidr- I

mamm.ilAprilffimdlTffiilaffiy

u Theory can seem complex and difficult to
undersland.

s Can be difficult to transition theoretical
concepts into practice.

i

i r"$h'
'..q ir+',,':t

h....
,..+\:

- :-j-. ; 
-'. -

)'i

"[:

L\,

-"&-

AeemffimdlWmstrffi
o Embrace altruistic values and practice

loving kindness with self and olhers.
., Practical application: Take a deep breath and

ask'why am I here?" Pause in chaos and go
back to your core values and repattem
vourself.

n,

c*
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Slidc 9
rneemmremffi@mhlFonr

u Develop helping-trusting-caring
relationships.

, Practical application: Building caring
relationships requires deepening our
humanity: being cornpassionate, aware, and
awake to others' dilernmas.

Slide 10

Slidc I I

#Ftffi ndl ffiEs Tbm

o Open to mystery and allow miracles to
enter.

:r Practical application: Recognize we do not
have all the answers. Allow for miracles.rt'

J
A{1l

.E

SdFGme

n There are human self-care knowledge and
practices that are necessary for us to
honor for our re-patterning. This re-
patterning is especially true if we are to
engage in caring-healing work more fully
and undertake the complexity of exploring
human experiential phenomena for Caring
Science.

Dr. Jean Watson
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Slide l2
EdFGpsc - Forrefrffiffi:s

u Forgiveness
. Others

- Self

o When we hold onto anger or resentment
we timit our ability to engage in true
healing.

Slidc 13

Slide l4

SdF&c. Gr€ffiffi?

u Gratitude
,Acknowledge life and all of its blessings even
when faced with pain, despair, turmoil,
change, and the unknowns

u Allgws us to open ourselves up to new
energy and life forces

Sdtr+Gare - &mmpk
a Surrender

,: Nufses are oriented to control and domination
because we feel we are responsible for
making things happen

., lf we are able to let go of control we allow for
new possibilities to unfold-
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Slidc l5 &S&;ne * Gormpffidb
F',tmffiSmffi
n Compassionate Human Service

,. Acknowledge that we have used our talents,
gifts, skills, and abilities to serue others and

ffiy.:g:*nce 
sven if it is a srnall

,., Small act$ of loving-kindness and compassion
can make a difference in the wsrid.

&r

Slidc 16
@ffi

ry
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Appendix D

Compassion Fatigue and Burnout PowerPoint

Slide 1

ffimrtipa$si* n I-atigu*
ffir']d ffiurr'"iui*t

Slide 2

f:empasS t,err F*rti!,trig vs ffi urnor;t

. These concepts are similar but distinct concepts
which can occur within the field of nursing.

rilM
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Slide 3

fr*,:: lt'l';, it "; s ii:: l. rrat: n r-l*

, Emanates from relational connections nurses
have with their patients or their patient's families.

. lt stems from emofional engagement and
interpersonal intensity associated with
witnessing tragedy in the work setting.

. Can have an acute onset. 
: .. i, .:i (! l

ffi,+

Slide 4
iSi5lnu firrff SgmFt*rurs

" Frequent headaches
, Stomachaches
. Exhaustion
. Forgetfulness

' Avoidance of patients
. Emotional numbing

" lntrusive thoughts
, Short attention sp6ns

' lnsomnia
" Depression

" Anger

Slide 5

Hurn*irt

' Occurs when there is conflict within the work
setting
. Dissatisfaction with salary

" lnadequate working conditions
. Conflict with co-workers.

. Gradual onset

Brffi4rut
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Slide 6
Slmn s {{!'}ei S5'rupt*mx

. Emotional exhaustion

' Depersonalization

" Reduced accomplishment

-.t',,- -?
fil

EUE HE
$ort''r2

ile;, *f -
'r.o 1.. 11

,.frrt ,?

Slide 7

" ln a 2010 study, 82% of ED nurses had
moderate to high levels of bumout and 86% had
moderate to high levels of compassion fatigue.

, x"!-,!q!r!\1. -t-{til
,(-.)

ffi\-
xY'-if\')

ffiM(Urfu
uP-ql$r.rl lrresE_

Slide 8
Resilf;err*m

. A coping method that has been shown to help
nurses deal with effects of compassion fatigue
and burnout
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Slidc 9

" Defined as the individuals capacity for coping
successfully and functioning competently despite
experiencing chronic stress and/or adversity or
following exposure to prolonged severe trauma.

" Nurses with resilient

characteristics were

found to be psychologically

healthier.

Slide l0

Slide I 1

Ftes i i r*rit:e C h aracterl $tifl s

, Optimism
. lntelligence HappU i\i'-u'se,s

. Higher levels of education

. Wide-ranging interests

' Goal orientation
, Humor
. Ability to articulate future goals

-4,p

' Nurses have the responsibility to intervene,
support, and help each other in recognizing and
addressing the signs and symptoms of burnout
and compassion fatigue.

?-',r#,
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Slide l2
fri"restt*n$?
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Appendir E

Motivation to Lead Assessrnent Tool

To us this tool, show the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements on a scale running from I (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). For each
question, check the button in the column that most applies. Add up your score and check your
results using the scoring table underneath.

# Question 2.3.4.5

l. I am energized when people count on me for ideas o

o

o

oooo
2. As a practice, I ask people challenging questions

when we are working on projects together.
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

3. I take deiight in complimenting people that I work
with when progress is made.

4. I find it easy to be the cheerleader for others, when O
times are good and when times are bad.

5. Team accomplishrnent is more important to mc
than my own personal accomplishments.

o

o

o

o

6. People often take my ideas and run with them o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

7. When involved in group projects, building
Team cohesiveness is important to me.

8. When involved in group projects, coaching
others is an activity that I gravitate toward.

9. I find pleasure in recognizing and celebrating
the accomplishments of othcrs.

o o

o

o

o

o

o

10. When involved in group projects, my team
members' problems are my problems.

o

o

o

o

o

1 1. Resolving interpersonal conflict is an activity
that I enjoy.

12. When involved in group projects, I frequently
find myself to be an "idea generator."

13. When involved in group projects, I am inclincd
to let my ideas bc known.

14. I find pleasure in being a convincing person.

Total :
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Score Comment

This implies a low motivation to lead.

This implies some uncertainty over your motivation to lead.

This implies a strong motivation to lead.

t4-27

28-5s

56-70

Dubrin ( 1998)
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Appendix F

Transformational Leadership Theory PowerPoint

Slide 1

'l'r't nstl.l ntrl tio r t a I [,i:ir ri r: ri.;ir i p
'l'lir'oI'r

;J' 
-'n

1-._'

={t1

Slide 2
.'. -' r:i-i i; lilill:ri L,:;,1r',tllll'

Itereloped l:.v Jarnes \{cGiegor Bnms
, Rejects the use of naked power and instead
attempts to motivate and mobilize followers by
persuadingthem to take ownership oftheir
roles in a more grand mission t}rat is shared by
all members of the organization.
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Slide 3
I i.,i,ir:';,,| ,] i ,,1,1, ..i;i,r

i-:
. The abilityto motivate one's followers to work

towards a shared visiou,
. Not accomplished through the use of force but

through effective communication.

' fire Ieader is focused on serving their followers in
orderto motivate them to continue to strive towards
their shared vision.

tE

Slide 4

Slide 5

I1,.,,,.i(,,r r- .; \' ..,.,1,
:,-\
,".}

. Thinl< Iiret about your past

. Determine what your want

" Write a short visiou statement

' Act ou your iutuition
. Test your assumptions
, Become a futurist
. Rehearse with visualizations and affirmations

ffi

i 1.1,;r,:r1.., ,, S1 lr.r,,.l \ i. .,ir

,j
" l*aders will not be able to lead without followers

that are willing to be led.
. Shared visions are far more powerful and ingenious

tlau any individual could possibly imagine.

' Including followers into decisions empowers them to
achieve the shared vision andbecomeleaders
t}emselves,
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Slide 6
'1 ..,iii.; 

r ,t I ,,.1r.i1r. & r..,i 1,,r, r , ,

Leailerr:
, Study aud cteate uew ideas
. Makedmisions
. AssiEn ap[Fonriate

r€sponslbrlrfles

" Cr€ate errvhotrments of
tmst, resulting in frtedom

. Take risla

. Are reliable

' Are loyal to the followers
. Are self-confident
. Agsume the leadershio

positiou

S'oIlowers:
. Test newideas
. Challewe decisions as

ueeded -

. KnolirwhentoacceDt
responsibility und do so

. Use frcedom responsibly

" Riskfo[owiry
. Aietrustworthy and

FespecrfEl
. Arelofaltotheleader
. Xnowthenrselnes
. Follorg whefl appropriate

Slide 7

Slide 8

l.ii,., t,,,, i:r;t!, r,.,,.;..1

l*1
g'

. Effectivefollowers are fur frombeint invisible and
donesof the leaders.

. They stimulate aud inspire Ieaders

" Ttrey challenge their leader's c,reativity, collaborate
with them, givettrem feedbac\ and supportthem.

' Icaders may inspire vision, but it is the followers
who supply much of tle ener6/ to achieve that
Ytslon,

l\,ili..ri \:!rrl [{ ]..i1r('r-
/"'1r"j

. Developedthe five practices of axemplaryleadersbip
C$nsistent wllh thc principlcs of Trarufomrational Leildcrship
1hr.oq

G
LfLft!fff5arlI
*

-
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Slide 9
]li;Ll,'l I I r'' \\ r'

't-/'

. Clari& values by finding your voice and affirrning
shared ideas.

. Set the examplebyaligning actionswith shared
values.

Examples:
Follow througlr on promises and commitrnents,
Askfor feedbaek on how your actions affect

performances,
people's

Set personal example ofwhat is expected.

Slide 10

Slide 11

i'r-1,1, I !li,r:,.,.1 \ i-r,,''
.t-\,:4J/

. Envision the future by imagining exciting and
ennobling possibilities.

. Enlist othere in a commonvisiou by
shared aspirations

Examples

Speak with conviction about meaning of work.

Show otlers how their interests can b€ realized-

Talk about future trends influencing worlc

r. lt:r,lL.:r:.i, : ]:r, li;'t,, r,s.
r'\

. Search for opportunities by seizing the initiative aud
by looking outnardfor innovativeways to improve.

. Erperiment and take risks by
smaltr wins and learniug from

corstantly getrerating
exlleErenc€.

Examples

Seek challenging opportunities to ts$t sHlls
Ask "what can we learn?"
Search outside the organization for innovative ways to

lmprove.

itr{isiffiisru&.&}
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Slide 12
i tr,itrlr,{;il , t. :,, t.il

r'\'\*,
. Foster collaboration by building trust and facilitating

relationships.

" Strengthen otlers by increasing
and developing competeuce.

self-determination

Examples
Actively listen to diverse points ofview
Treat people with dignity and respect.

Support decisioru otler people make.

Give people choices ahout how to do their work

Slide l3

Slide 14

l-..,'',:Ll'1,.;1- |lli l I.', .-r

"'{lJ.J.

. Recognize eontributions by showing appreciation for
individual excelleuce.

. Celebrate tle values and victories by creating a spirit
of community.

Examples
Praise people for ajob rvell done.
Express confidence iu people's abilities.
GiveTeam members appreciation and zupport.
Recopize people for commitment to shared values.

i., ,,.i" rlril.: :'.'it, ,1, ,'s iii', i"ii,,i \

'a 
\t

#
. Allows leaders to evaluate their leadership behaviors

in relatiouship to l(ouzes and Posnert five practices
ofexemplaryleaders,

d+t}
;-t*.{

$#,,.tr\
'l

ftdl\'i,-l
{l
ll

ffi ii$!{s#r,fi {fi Mffi tft Tdrrh"Wlr
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Slide l5
( i,11 i f i,11,

\-
. Havinga dream is critical, but it is not enough, Each

of us needs to be able to articulate that dream
clearly, express it to otlers, aud eutice ottrers to work
with us to make it become reality. this is the essence
ofleaderrhip

', ,- r'li ? .'

f;
"',fr,

Slide 16

ffi
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Appendix G

C ommunication PowerPoint

Slide I

Slide 2

f,t
Communlcation

. Thc Joint Commission has idcntilicd poor

communication as one olthc main causcs r:l
adl'erse events.

r Most communications do not hare lif'c or dcath

consequences, but in thc ED evcrY convcrsation

has that potcntial impact ffi
"fl
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Slide 3

Cor'nnrunir;ation itr the ED
. Arr obst'rratiotrrl sturlv that lookc<l at thr: <rnrnruni<ation

pitt( rns imong lil ) stafl menrh,'rs lirun<l th.rt thc , harqe

nursc is thc "hub of t'orrrnrunitrtiorr." lrairh.rnlis et rl.
i 1007t

r En)(rgeoc) nurs( s are one ot th.' healthcart' Pror itlcr

gr(lups m()st in ncrrl of clt:ar, trrrrlist: hanrLrlli arrtl

phvsician conrmuni( ation t.'r'hniqur:s bt'causc ol the

urgencv of enrergencv health,rar(@

Slide 4

Slide 5

SBAR Conrmunication
r A tool uscd bv tht' militar,v rvhich is nou'

bcing taught to hr:rlth canr providers in

orclcr to improvc cclmmunir:ation ctlirrts.

ED Citargr-' Nltrsc
r (Jn r lrusr ll hour shrli rt l{egions, rhr EI) charge nurs(' .nn:

" ll.rr civlr rr i{) P}rrxrr r alls

. ltr. < rrt ovr-r I i \txtr: ulls

. ArLlrcss ilunrr,rous l)rlirrrt f,rrrl strll (,,il( rrns

. Mrrrrtr the ilorr ol I{X)-F prtirnrs irr rrrrl <:ut ol thr lll).

The ED charge nurse is trulv central to

c()mmunicationl
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Slide 6

r S: Situation
rB: Background

rA: Assessment

,q

\{

ik'gFt

rR: Recommendation

Slide 7

r Situation: What is happcning at thc

prcscnt timc?

t Background: What arc thc circumstanccs

lcatling up to this situatir;n?

. Assessment: What rlo I think thc prohlt rn

is?

o Rec<lmmendation: Wlrat shoul<l u'c <lo

trl corr('ct thc problcm?

Slide 8
SBAR Example

r \: \1r. .]rrner rrrirr,l .rlrlrrrxirnrteh I0 nrinut s.rg,, * ith
s\ Inptoms ol_ .r si r, r, 

"tt 
hrna .rta, L

. Il: Hr presentttl in J( ut( rc$llirrlor\ ,listrrrs s ith D {)\\.tril
srlurrti()n r:l liiiq,,. I sl.rrt(ll.u \lhurcrol nrhulizrr. *lrir h Ls

.rltnLrst comIltt(
r .\: \1r. Jonrs i\ n(r$ extrL'rn.,l\ rgitru,,l rrith.rn i)xYg(,n

\iturrtirlrt ()l |i[)",,.

. ll: Hr rnar n,'.,1 t,, br intubrtr,l, rnrl I n,,rl lr)u t{r r\irninf
r,irnirnr...rrirtt.rr. 

H
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Slide 9

SBAR Exanrple

: : I"';J;, ",; 
,:: ;I':H: ,1":",;::"- [ l:::::::,

intr) triag(' u ith hr'r parents.

r A: Shc hrs m otl ious delirrrnitr tr hcr lt.li u rist. ('i\'lS is

::;:::".t*""" 
rtlill is <i s.con'l* \o.tlrt'rolrri.us

" lt: I *rruld like.rn ordor lr)r prin rn.di(rti(rn mtl rn x rar to
$aluat.'lirratiatture. 

*u

Slide 10

Slide 1l

EilT
l[r11

Effectiveness of SBAR

. Wxxlhall rt rl. (2008) [ound that thc SU,\R methrx] in

the tiD ofli'rs clcr, concist cornnrunication rvhich loukl
prrlrr:t arllcrst: paticnt ()utconr('s or mc<lital errors.

. Bcckett & Kipnis 120091 lirurrd that a{ter inrplenrt'ntatirrr

o[ 51]AR, stalTan<l phvsicians reported sigtri[icaDt

improlcnrent in satisfirtion.rnrl t ollaboration.

r Bt'r'kett & Kipnis (2009) also tbund that paticnts fi'lt
therc rvas .rn cnhancetl t linrrttr of patic:rt safctv-
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Slide 12

Questions
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Appendix H: The Education of a Novice ED Charge Nurse Metaphor

ii;,t..
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